
RAMADAN 

Regulated by the five pillars of Islam, Ramadan is a time of community 
and reflection with the intent to prove one's devotion to God. It starts on 
ninth month of the Muslim calendar. It begins and ends with the 
appearance of crescent moon. Ramadan's time is depended on the lunar 
calendar, therefore the dates change from year to year.  

Islamic people believe that on Laylat al-Quadr (Night of Power), one of 
the last nights of Ramadan, God gave Muhammad the Quran. It is a holy 
book, that is a guidance for people, provided by God. 

During this time followers fast during the day, with one meal before 
sunrise, and one after the sun goes down. When the sun goes down people 
break their fast. Often in large groups, they enjoy liftars - evening meal 
that ends the fast.  

Ramadan is much more than fasting, it is important celebration for over 
1.6 billion people across the globe. Many countries developed their own 
traditions and rituals to follow during this one month period. In countries 
across Middle East it is a custom to fire cannons to signalize that the fast 
has ended. It is known as midfa al Iftar. It was started over 200 years ago 
i n E g y p t , b y K h o s h 
Qadam.  Qadam was 
testing a new cannon and 
accidental ly f ired i t . 
People thought it is a 
signal that the fasting is 
over. Many were thankful 
for this invention, a new 
way to communicate that 
sun went down. Qadam’s 
daughter - Haja Fatma, 
encourage him to make this a tradition.  

In Pakistan when the Ramadan comes to an end, women and girls buy 
themselves colorful bangles. They also paint their hands and feet with 
complex designs, drawn with henna. This is a sign that Eid-al-Fitr started, 
and with it that Chaand Raat festivities in Pakistan. The spirit of crowded 



market, filled with decorated shops stalls, local women applying each 
other henna is really beyond description.  

Ramadan in Florida – Interview with Alae Balkhatir  

QUESTION: What is Ramadan? 

ANSWER: Ramadan is a month in the Islamic calendar and first part of 
the five pillars. So basically, what we do during that month is not eat or 
drink from sunrise until sunset. Many Muslims decide to participate in this 
tradition. One of them, is to get into the position of poor people, who 
barely get something to eat. The fasting just makes us appreciate our food 
more. Another reason is that during that month you just dedicate yourself 
to God and strengthen the connection.  

QUESTION: What does this time mean to you personally?   

ANSWER: I personally just have a better connection to God, during 
Ramadan. Additionally, you also learn how to control yourself more.  

QUESTION: Is it hard to go through everything away from your family?  

ANSWER: Yes, definitely. This is the first time for me, fasting without my 
parents and it is really difficult being on my one in this time.  

QUESTION: What is your first memory of Ramadan, if you remember it?   

ANSWER: My first memory of it is probably me being a little girl, trying 
to fast with my dad. But at the end I broke my fasting with the entire 
family.  

QUESTION: Has King’s (a Christian school) made this experience 
difficult for you in any way?  

ANSWER: I think, the only difficulty this year is doing it without my 
parents, but Kings doesn’t really have anything to do with it.   


